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In The Bulletproof Diet, Dave Asprey turned conventional
diet wisdom on its head, outlining the plan responsible
for his 100-pound weight loss, which he came to by
"biohacking" his body and optimizing every aspect of his
health. Asprey urges you to skip breakfast, stop counting
calories, eat high levels of healthy saturated fat, work out
less, sleep better, and add smart supplements. In doing
so, he promises, you'll gain energy, build lean muscle,
and watch the pounds melt off--just as he and so many
of his devoted followers already have. Bulletproof: The
Cookbook picks up where the diet plan leaves off,
arming you with 125 recipes to stay bulletproof for life
and never get bored. Famous for his butter-laden
Bulletproof Coffee, Asprey packs the book with the other
delicious, filling meals he uses to maintain his weight
loss and sustain his vibrant health.
100 anti-inflammatory recipes for taking a dietary
approach to managing MS Whether you have multiple
sclerosis or care for someone who does, proper nutrition
can be an effective way to defend against symptoms and
raise one's quality of life. A dietary guide, cookbook, and
meal plan in one, The Multiple Sclerosis Diet Plan and
Cookbook is a simple, sustainable, holistic approach to a
complex and unpredictable condition. It is an organic
method of fighting an autoimmune disease at its
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root--suppressing
inflammation.
This simple 4-week meal
plan will teach you how to adjust to a new, but delightful
way of eating, removing substances from your diet that
can potentially exacerbate symptoms. The Multiple
Sclerosis Diet Plan and Cookbook is a comprehensive
solution filled with everything from sleep advice, to habit
building, to emotional advice that seeks to improve your
overall wellness. The Multiple Sclerosis Diet Plan and
Cookbook includes: Family inclusive--These delicious
dishes, including Baked Sweet Potato Wedges and
Superfood Salad are healthy for the whole family and
won't require making separate meals. Cost conscious
treatment--Filled with practical, easy-to-prepare meals
that are not too exotic or pricey. Find peace--Employ
lifestyle tips--including exercise, mindfulness/meditation
practices, and stress reduction. If you have been looking
for a delicious dietary and life management approach to
multiple sclerosis, try The Multiple Sclerosis Diet Plan
and Cookbook.
"There is no question that keto eating is the biggest diet
trend in years. And it really works--dieters often report
super-fast weight loss--but they also complain about the
rigidity of the diet, as well as the flu-like symptoms that
often accompany this high-fat/low-carb way of life. The
solution? Add alkaline foods to your plate--leafy greens,
other vegetables, broths, healthy oils, nuts, and
seeds--for a lifestyle that's more sustainable and easier
on your body"-Written by popular AIP blogger Sophie Van Tiggelen, of
A Squirrel in the Kitchen, The Autoimmune Protocol
Made Simple Cookbook distills the AIP into the most
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actionable, need-to-know
information in the
form of diet guidelines, 100 recipes, shopping lists, as
well as simple tools and strategies for success.
Mouthwatering color photography provides inspiration
throughout. Starting an AIP diet can be overwhelming!
This book makes the AIP clear and understandable with
short, succinct explanations of the different AIP
approaches and 100 AIP-compliant recipes that take you
from feeling restricted to being amazed at the diet’s
delicious possibilities. Along with a wide variety of
nourishing recipes, this valuable resource provides a
concise introduction to the AIP and its benefits, tips on
transitioning your diet, happy gut guidelines, a list of
items to stock in your kitchen, time-saving techniques,
foods-to-eat and foods-to-avoid lists, a one-week meal
plan, and advice on reintroducing foods. You'll start with
basics and staples and continue with breakfasts, small
bites, soups and salads, vegetables, meat-based mains,
seafood dishes, desserts, and drinks. Among the healing
food you and your family will love: Rosemary and Thyme
Focaccia Fluffy Plantain Pancakes Dairy-Free Zucchini
Cheese Rustic Chard and Bacon Soup Honey-Lime
Chicken with Peach Salsa Versatile Pulled Pork Carnitas
Gut-Healing Turmeric Gummies Delectable Cherry
Crumble With The Autoimmune Protocol Made Simple
Cookbook, you will find that flavorful food can go hand in
hand with reducing inflammation, repairing your gut, and
restoring proper immune function.
Dr. Perlmutter's #1 New York Times bestseller about the
devastating effects of gluten, sugar, and carbs on the
brain and body -- updated with the latest nutritional and
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neurological
science When
Grain Brain was published in
2013, Dr. Perlmutter kick-started a revolution. Since
then, his book has been translated into thirty languages,
and more than 1.5 million readers have been given the
tools to make monumental life-changing improvements
to their health. They've lost weight, banished anxiety and
depression, reduced or eliminated chronic conditions,
and taken proactive steps to safeguard themselves
against cognitive decline and neurological disease -- all
without drugs. In this fully revised, five-year-anniversary
edition, Dr. Perlmutter builds on his mission. Drawing on
the latest developments in scientific research, which
have further validated his recommendations, he explains
how the Grain Brain program boosts the brain, shows the
benefits of using fat as a main fuel source, and puts forth
the most compelling evidence to date that a non-GMO,
gluten-free, and low-carb diet is crucial for cognitive
function and long-term health. Featuring up-to-date data
and practical advice based on leading-edge medicine,
including modified guidelines for testing and
supplements, plus a wealth of new recipes, Grain Brain
empowers you to take control of your health as never
before and achieve optimal wellness for lifelong vitality.
Dr Wahls began studying the latest research on
autoimmune disease and brain biology and decided to
get her vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and essential
fatty acids from the food she ate rather than pills and
supplements. Dr Wahls adopted the nutrient-rich paleo
diet, gradually refining and integrating it into a regimen of
neuromuscular stimulation. First, she walked slowly, then
steadily, and then she biked 18 miles in a single day.
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reveals the details
of the protocol that allowed
her to reverse many of her symptoms, get back to her life
and help others.
Fully expanded with new information and updated
research, a clear prescriptive guide about how to beat
autoimmune conditions using functional medicine and
nutrient-rich foods, from a doctor, researcher, and
sufferer of progressive multiple sclerosis. The Wahls
Protocol has become a sensation, transforming the lives
of people with autoimmune diseases. Now in this fully
revised edition, Dr. Terry Wahls outlines the latest
research that validates the program and offers new,
powerful tools to arm readers and help them achieve
total health. The Wahls Protocol comes out of Dr. Wahls'
own quest to treat the debilitating symptoms she
experiences as a sufferer of progressive MS. Informed
by science, she began using Paleo principles as
guidelines for her unique, nutrient-rich plan. This book
shares Dr. Wahls' astonishing personal story of recovery
and details the program, with up-to-date research she's
now conducting at the University of Iowa. Split into three
different levels, this updated edition allows readers to
choose the modified Wahls Diet if they're new to the
regime, the Wahls Paleo Diet if they're ready to amp up
their health, or the more advanced Wahls Paleo Plus
Diet if they need more aggressive treatment. They can
also incorporate the just-added Wahls Elimination Diet
into their plan to pinpoint individual food sensitivities, so
their diet is as personal as ever. With new recipes and
content on intermittent fasting and how the protocol
impacts the microbiome, The Wahls Protocol is a key
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the "whole food"
revolution, and a deeply
moving, results-driven testimonial to the healing power of
food.
Your Body Is Your Home, Build It With Functional
Medicine How well are you aging? Were you told your
labs are normal but you don't feel normal? Has
conventional medicine been nothing but a Band-Aid? Are
you ready to try something different? Many health care
providers want to help their patients but don't know how,
and many patients wait until their symptoms are causing
problems before they see a provider. Both patients and
providers can bene? t from a guide to aging well. In Dr.
Stephanie Gray's Your Longevity Blueprint, you'll learn
how you can use functional medicine to: -RESTORE
YOUR GUT HEALTH -KEEP YOUR SPINE IN LINE
-INFLUENCE YOUR GENETICS -REPLETE
NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCIES -DETOXIFY YOUR
BODY -OPTIMIZE YOUR HORMONES -REDUCE
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE -STRENGTHEN YOUR
IMMUNE SYSTEM Your body is your home, and your
functional medicine provider will act as your body's
contractor and builder--giving your body the foundation,
framework, and electricity it's always needed. Where
conventional medicine treats symptoms, functional
medicine discovers the root cause. This is determined by
your test results, what Dr. Stephanie Gray calls your
fingerprint. Learn how functional medicine assesses the
interaction of nutrition, genetics, hormones, toxins, and
infections to improve your health and overall longevity.
Imagine what life would be like with true health. Let's live
long together! Wellness is Waiting(TM)!
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Protocol, Dr. Conditions
Terry Wahls shared her incredible
story of recovery from progressive multiple sclerosis - she
went from being nearly bedridden to biking 18 miles just over
a year later - through the combined efforts of functional
medicine and a complete overhaul of her diet. Now, in her
highly anticipated follow-up, Dr. Wahls is sharing the essential
Paleo-inspired recipes her readers need to reduce and often
eliminate their chronic pain, fatigue, brain fog and other
symptoms related to autoimmune problems, neurological
diseases, and other chronic conditions.
The Autoimmune Protocol Comfort Food Cookbook revisits all
of the fun comfort foods you love with a healing twist. Every
recipe is autoimmune protocol compliant—free of gluten,
grains, eggs, dairy, nightshades, legumes, seeds, and refined
sugars—but still tastes like the foods you crave. Enjoy these
amazing dishes with nostalgic family members, picky kids, or
oblivious party guests that will be none the wiser! Including
classics you know and love, like cupcakes, lasagna, waffles,
and more, this cookbook features over 100 recipes that are
anything but boring. You'll find recipes for breakfasts,
appetizers, soups and salads, crazy good sides, classic
Sunday night dinners, holiday favorites, easy one-pan meals,
decadent desserts, and more! The recipes are both delicious
and easy to make for hard-working moms and busy families.
The way autoimmune disease is viewed and treated is
undergoing a major change as an estimated 50 million
Americans (and growing) suffer from these conditions. For
many patients, the key to true wellness is in holistic treatment,
although they might not know how to begin their journey to
total recovery. The Autoimmune Wellness Handbook, from
Mickey Trescott and Angie Alt of Autoimmune-Paleo.com, is a
comprehensive guide to living healthfully with autoimmune
disease. While conventional medicine is limited to medication
or even surgical fixes, Trescott and Alt introduce a
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complementary
solution that
focuses on seven key steps to
recovery: inform, collaborate, nourish, rest, breathe, move,
and connect. Each step demystifies the process to reclaim
total mind and body health. With five autoimmune conditions
between them, Trescott and Alt have achieved astounding
results using the premises laid out in the book. The
Autoimmune Wellness Handbook goes well beyond nutrition
and provides the missing link so that you can get back to
living a vibrant, healthy life.
100+ hearty, succulent, people-pleasing meals featuring
vegan meat, from comfort food classics and speedy
weeknight dinners to global flavors and showstoppers, plus
recipes for DIY vegan meats and cheeses. “When vegan
cheese queen Miyoko Schinner pens a new cookbook, you
don’t walk to your nearest bookstore. You run. . . . Get ready
for your weeknight dinners to never be the same.”—VegNews
From the Impossible Burger and Beyond Meat to MorningStar
Farms, Boca Burgers, and more, plant-based meats are a
growing trend for those who want to help the planet, animals,
and their health but don’t want to give up the meaty flavors
they love. In The Vegan Meat Cookbook, bestselling author
Miyoko Schinner guides you through the maze of products
available on store shelves and offers straightforward
guidance on how to best use them in everything from
Sausage Calzones with Roasted Fennel and Preserved
Lemon to Hominy and Carne Asada Enchiladas with Creamy
Green Sauce. Dig in to a satisfying vegan meal of Weeknight
Shepherd’s Pie with Bratwurst and Buttery Potatoes or
Meaty, Smoky Chili. Wow your guests with Coq au Vin,
Linguine with Lemon-Garlic Scallops and Herbs, or Lettuce
Wraps with Spicy Garlic Prawns. For those interested in
making their own vegan meats and cheese from scratch,
there are recipes for Juicy Chicken, King Trumpet Mushroom
Bacon, Easy Buffalo Mozzarella, Miyoko’s famous Unturkey,
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more that you’ll never
find in stores. Whether
you’re cutting back on meat for your health, the environment,
animal welfare, or affordability, The Vegan Meat Cookbook
will satisfy the cravings of flexitarians, vegans, vegetarians,
and even carnivores.
It’s remarkable how much the foods we eat can impact our
brain chemistry and emotions. What and when we eat can
make the difference between feeling anxious and staying
calm and in control. But most of us don’t realize how much
our diets influence our moods, thoughts, and feelings until we
make a change. InThe Antianxiety Food Solution, you’ll find
four unique antianxiety diets designed to help you address
nutritional deficiencies that may be at the root of your anxiety
and enjoy the many foods that foster increased emotional
balance. This helpful guide allows you to choose the best
plan for you and incorporates effective anxiety-busting foods
and nutrients. You’ll soon be on the path to freeing yourself
from anxiety—and enjoying an improved overall mood, better
sleep, fewer cravings, and optimal health—the natural way!
The book also includes an easy-to-use index. In The
Antianxiety Food Solution, you’ll discover: How to assess
your diet for anxiety-causing and anxiety-calming foods and
nutrients Foods and nutrients that balance your brain
chemistry Which anxiety-triggering foods and drinks you may
need to avoid Easy lifestyle changes that reduce anxiety and
increase happiness
Eating for both nutrient density and the Autoimmune Protocol
has never been so easy thanks to The Nutrient-Dense
Kitchen! You might be surprised to discover exactly how
difficult it is to reach nutrient sufficiency eating a modern diet.
While our food system is flooded with high-energy foods,
these products only serve to fill us up and offer close to
nothing in the way of true nourishment. An adequate supply
of nutrients--vitamins, minerals, phytonutrients, fatty acids,
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to name a few--are
needed by the body to perform
countless functions and provide essential structure. Nutrient
density in the diet impacts both the outcome of chronic illness
and the prevention of future disease. In The Nutrient-Dense
Kitchen, Mickey teaches you everything you need to know
about eating like a "nutrivore." You'll start with a
comprehensive tour of nutrients that are essential for both
optimal health and deep healing, with handy charts to help
you identify which foods contain them in varying amounts.
You'll also get an overview of Autoimmune Protocol details,
some creative ideas for affordably sourcing the highestquality and most nutrient-dense ingredients, and tips for
setting up your kitchen to cook whole foods. The centerpiece
of The Nutrient-Dense Kitchen is Mickey's impressive
collection of flavorful, approachable recipes that comply with
the strictest phase of the Autoimmune Protocol--no grains,
legumes, eggs, dairy, nuts, seeds, or nightshades. If you
have further eating restrictions, a handy chart helps you
locate the recipes that are low-FODMAP, coconut-free, or lowcarb/ketogenic. If you are pressed for time, the same chart
will help you identify recipes that take 45-minutes or less to
prepare, can be made in your Instant Pot(R), or only use one
cooking vessel for easy cleanup. In addition to the recipes
you'll find five sets of meal plans and shopping lists to quickstart your approach to eating for nutrient density. The
seasonal meal plans focus on ingredients that are at their
peak ripeness and availability in the spring or fall seasons,
while the budget meal plan incorporates recipes with an eye
for affordability. For those who are interested in deep healing,
the "nutrivore" meal plan incorporates only recipes that sit at
the top of the nutrient density spectrum. Lastly, for those
embarking on this journey as a couple, the two-person meal
plan accounts for larger servings while still only requiring one
cooking session per day. If you are looking for a practical,
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the Autoimmune Protocol that
places nutrient density at the core, look no further than The
Nutrient-Dense Kitchen. Mickey's recipes and guidance help
you set yourself up for success without sacrificing time or
flavor!
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Paleo
Approach and The Healing Kitchen comes the most
comprehensive resource to date for those seeking a
scientifically founded nutritional approach to optimal health. In
her signature approachable yet comprehensive style, Sarah
Ballantyne, PhD, has laid a complete foundation for
understanding the principles of the Paleo template in order to
inform and empower people’s day-to-day choices. Combined
with an unprecedented collection of practical strategies, tips,
and visual guides, plus more than 200 delicious recipes and
twenty meal plans for a variety of health goals, this book is a
one-stop-shop for nutrition nerds, health nuts, and
gourmands alike. The Paleo diet is a nutrient-dense, antiinflammatory whole-foods diet based on eating a variety of
quality vegetables, meats, seafood, fruits, eggs, nuts, seeds,
healthy fats, herbs, and spices. It is clinically proven to
improve health by providing complete and balanced nutrition
while omitting most processed and refined foods and empty
calories. Far from being a historical re-enactment, the Paleo
framework is derived from thousands of scientific studies that
illuminate our understanding of which foods support health
and which foods undermine it. Combined with attention to
essential lifestyle factors like physical activity, sleep, and
stress, the Paleo template is quite simply the most robust
approach out there for optimal health, performance, and
longevity! With the perfect balance of detailed explanations,
accessible summaries of actionable information, and visual
guides, Paleo Principles provides everything readers need to
achieve their best health. Beyond a set of rules, this book
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teaches precisely
why some
foods are better choices than
others while providing indispensable resources like food lists,
shopping guides, and cooking how-tos. Health comes from
more than just the foods on our plates, however, which is why
Dr. Ballantyne also incorporates a focus on lifestyle factors
known to improve health, including being active, getting
enough sleep, managing stress, and connecting with
community. People needn’t worry that following a Paleo-style
diet will leave them feeling hungry or deprived. Healthy recreations of family-friendly favorites, from pizza to pancakes,
prove that you can regain your health and love every bite!
Paleo Principles contains more than 200 nutritious Paleo
recipes that are free of gluten, grain, dairy, legumes, and
refined sugar—including kitchen basics, breakfasts, soups and
salads, main dishes, side dishes, baked goods, and
desserts—all labeled for the top eight allergen ingredients as
well as other common food sensitivities, like FODMAPs and
nightshades, and the Autoimmune Protocol. Adapt the Paleo
template to serve your specific needs and health goals by
using Paleo Principles’ guides on customizing macronutrient
ratios, navigating gray-area foods, troubleshooting chronic
illnesses and food sensitivities, transitioning to a Paleo-style
diet, understanding your body’s individual response to
different foods, and balancing Paleo priorities with competing
interests for lifelong success. Combine these resources with
twenty meal plans reflecting the most common health
objectives, and you have the know-how to personalize your
plan to fit your life. Join the millions of people taking back
their health by following a Paleo lifestyle. Whether your goal
is to lose weight, increase performance, reduce
cardiovascular disease risk factors, prevent cancer, mitigate
autoimmune disease, reverse diabetes, or simply achieve
your best health, Paleo Principles gives you answers and a
veritable toolkit to make lasting, positive change toward better
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"A powerful new cutting-edge and evidence-based approach
to help you safely improve digestion, energy, and focus and
reverse chronic inflammation, chronic stress, and mood
disorders."--Terry Wahls, MD, author of The Wahls Protocol
"A book you will learn from and refer back to for years to
come."--Alan Christianson, New York Times bestselling
author of The Thyroid Reset Diet Just as your cell phone or
laptop slows down and drains the battery when too many tabs
are left open, your brain fatigues when poorly functioning
systems or ailments drain its energy. Complaints of brain fog,
fatigue, and ADD/ADHD are on the rise and growing every
year. All of these factors can block the brain's ability to
detoxify and heal. If toxins are not eliminated, they recirculate
in the brain, leading to inflammation, which further
compromises your brain. What's more, formal diagnoses of
brain-related health challenges like Alzheimer's, Parkinson's,
and ALS are increasing exponentially. Here's the good news:
Plant-based essential oils are a powerful self-care tool for
transforming your life and healing on many levels, even when
prescription drugs have failed. In Jodi Cohen's five-step
protocol, the body's natural systems are jump-started with
essential oil recipe blends that can: * Alleviate stress, anxiety,
and depression * Improve sleep * Calm pain and inflammation
* Increase energy, sharpen focus, and improve memory *
Improve digestion and promote weight loss * Strengthen your
immune system Armed with Cohen's five steps, you'll be able
to start your own essential oils regimen immediately and be
on your way to a healthier body and brain!

Certified nutritionist Leanne Ely has a simple philosophy:
“Make it and they will come.” Dinner, that is. Take-out,
opening a can, or microwave fare shouldn’t pass for a
nice, healthy meal–and nothing can replace a family’s
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Believe it or
not, preparing dinner can be a
stress-free endeavor. Even your time in the supermarket
can be cut in half! Full of practical tips on simple, healthy
meal planning, Saving Dinner is the ideal solution for
today’s busy parents who would love to have their family
sitting around the dinner table once again–sharing
stories along with a nutritious meal. Efficiently divided by
season, each section features six weeks of menus with
delicious recipes, side dish suggestions, and an itemized
grocery list that is organized by product (dairy, meat,
produce) to make one-stop shopping a snap. Plus the
book is packed with helpful hints and short cuts in the
kitchen that make cooking easier and more fun. From
Big Basil Burgers and Salmon Carbonara to Crockpot
Chili and Spicy Apricot Chicken, Saving Dinner will have
your family coming back to the table–and back again for
seconds! Leanne Ely is considered the expert on family
cooking and healthy eating. Between her popular “Heart
of a Woman” radio show in Southern California and her
weekly “Food for Thought” column on the ever-popular
Flylady.net Web site, thousands of fans have already
discovered Leanne’s secrets to easily prepared, wellbalanced meals.
The Autoimmune Protocol Meal Prep Cookbook helps
you achieve long-term AIP success with 10 weekly AIPcompliant menus, shopping lists for each week, and stepby-step instructions for batch cooking a week’s meals in
one cooking session. You'll also find keto, low-FODMAP,
squeaky clean Paleo, and coconut-free meal plans for
those who are concurrently following those modifications.
Knowing which foods to eat and which foods to avoid on
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(AIP) is only half of the battle.
Making it happen day-in-day-out with a busy schedule is
a whole other ball game! Even under the best of
circumstances, eating healthy can be difficult. Add a
dash of illness, and it becomes very challenging. The
Autoimmune Protocol Meal Prep Cookbook helps you
stick to AIP for good to achieve your health goals. Say
goodbye to last minute scrambling in the kitchen to find
something edible that won’t send you into an
autoimmune flare! Say hello to healthy and delicious AIP
meals, always available to eat at home, at work, or onthe-go!
Nourish your body and regulate your immune
system--the autoimmune protocol simplified The
autoimmune protocol (AIP) was developed around a
simple, science-backed concept: What we eat--or don't
eat--has the ability to powerfully impact our health. By
eliminating foods that Karissa Long is a global health
coach and wellness expert. After using the autoimmune
protocol to successfully heal her body and put her
ulcerative colitis in remission, Karissa has taken
everything she learned through her own health journey
and has made it her mission to help others achieve
optimal health. Katie Austin is an executive chef and
recipe developer who, after years of trying different
treatment methods in an attempt to control her
autoimmune diseases, discovered the autoimmune
protocol and experienced a health transformation. Her
goal is to make AIP cooking easy, attainable, and
beautiful.
At last, neurologist-proven strategies to improve your
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memory and
protect yourself
against age-related
diseases of the brain! The science and the "art" of
functional medicine for the brain are laid out in this book.
Dr. Ken Sharlin shows us how the individual pieces of
the puzzle are integrated and nurtured along in a
stepwise, achievable fashion, while recognizing the
uniqueness of each individual who makes this approach
their own. Here's what you will find inside: FORWARD by
Terry Wahls, MD, IFMCP PART 1 - THE SCIENCE
CHAPTER 1 Houston, We Have a Problem! How to
Think Outside the Box to Solve a Global Health Crisis
CHAPTER 2 I am a Product of My Generation: The Truth
About How I Got Here CHAPTER 3 The Apple Can Land
Far from the Tree, If You Give it a Push: How A
Conventionally-Trained Doctor Turned into a Functional
Medicine Fanatic CHAPTER 4 Inflammation and
Oxidative Stress: Unearthing the Root Causes of Chronic
Disease CHAPTER 5 The Seven Biological Systems:
Imbalances in Functional Systems Affect One Another
and Spark the Fire of Illness CHAPTER 6 The Clues are
in the History: How Your Story Can Help You Learn
What You Need to Do to Protect Your Brain CHAPTER 7
Getting Around the Parts of the Brain: How Structure
Relates to Function, When it Comes to Preventing
Memory Loss PART 2 - THE STRATEGIES CHAPTER 8
Brain Tune Up! In the Office: How a Functional Medicine
Practice Can Work for You CHAPTER 9 Sleep Is More
Than A Time Of Rest: Get Your Zzzs to Protect Your
Brain! CHAPTER 10 Movement and Exercise: How
Physical Activity Prevents Memory Loss and Protects
Your Brain by Amy Gordin, PT CHAPTER 11 Nutrition to
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Food Provides the Building
Blocks to Brain Health by Angela Jenkins, RD, LD
CHAPTER 12 To Om and Beyond: An Emotional and
Spiritual Stress Resilience Practice Can Improve Your
Memory and Grow Your Brain by Chuck Renner, OTR,
CHT CHAPTER 13 Eureka! How to Use Supplements,
Herbal Brain Enhancers, and Technology to Prevent
Memory Loss and Protect Your Aging Brain EPILOGUE:
The Road Back
The Paleo Autoimmune Protocol (AIP) is a diet and
lifestyle program designed to reduce inflammation, heal
digestion, deliver nutrition that supports health, and
ultimately reverse autoimmune disease. It's not a cure,
but it can make a powerful difference in how you feel.
The author knows this first-hand. She uses the AIP to
manage rheumatoid arthritis. This book is designed to
make the transition to the AIP easier. It contains all of the
essential information in a package small enough to throw
in your purse or backpack. It's simple enough that even
someone with brain fog can understand. And it's written
like a conversation between friends.
The cookbook companion to the groundbreaking The
Wahls Protocol, featuring delicious, nutritionally dense
recipes tailored to each level of the Wahls Paleo Diet.
The Wahls Protocol has become a sensation,
transforming the lives of people who suffer from
autoimmune disorders. Now, in her highly anticipated
follow-up, Dr. Wahls is sharing the essential Paleoinspired recipes her readers need to reduce and often
eliminate their chronic pain, fatigue, brain fog, and other
symptoms related to autoimmune problems, neurological
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conditions, even when
physicians have been unable to make a specific
diagnosis. Packed with easy-to-prepare meals based on
Dr. Wahls’s pioneering therapeutic lifestyle clinic and
her clinical research, in a simple format readers can
customize to their own needs and preferences, this
cookbook features breakfasts, smoothies, skillet meals,
soups, wraps, salads, and snacks that are inexpensive to
prepare, nourishing, and delicious. With strategies for
cooking on a budget, reducing food waste, celebrating
the holidays without compromising health, and helpful
tips from fellow Wahls Warriors, The Wahls Protocol
Cooking for Life will empower readers to make lasting
changes and finally reclaim their health.
The official guide to Dr. David Perlmutter's revolutionary
approach to vibrant health as described in his New York
Times bestsellers Grain Brain, The Grain Brain
Cookbook, and Brain Maker. With more than a million
copies sold worldwide, Dr. Perlmutter's books have
changed many lives. Now, he's created a practical,
comprehensive program that lowers the risk for brain
ailments while yielding other benefits, such as weight
loss, relief from chronic conditions, and total body
rejuvenation. Science-based and highly accessible, THE
GRAIN BRAIN WHOLE LIFE PLAN expands upon the
core advice from Dr. Perlmutter's previous works, and
introduces new information about the advantages of
eating more fat, fewer carbs, and nurturing the
microbiome. Including original recipes, tips and tricks for
common challenges, meal plans, and advice on
everything from sleep hygiene to stress management,
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supplements, and
more, THE GRAIN BRAIN
WHOLE LIFE PLAN shows how to live happily and
healthily ever after.
Healthy cooking reinvented by top chef Seamus Mullen,
with over 125 Paleo-inspired recipes designed to
revitalize your health every day. In the high-end food
world, “healthy cooking” has long been taboo. But as
one of the only high-profile chefs today guided by the
understanding that the food we eat has a deep impact on
our health, Seamus Mullen has rewritten the old rule that
healthy can’t be delicious. Seamus’s powerful
transformation came out of his own health crisis—after a
near-death experience brought on by autoimmune
disease he’d struggled with for years, he radically
changed the way he cooked, both at his restaurants and
at home. As a result, the biomarkers of disease
disappeared and the constant trips to the ER he
experienced while he was sick have come to an end. But
what Seamus has been surprised to discover is that this
new way of eating—dishes starring real, whole foods such
as vegetables and fruits, meats used as garnishes,
whole grains, fermented foods, and no refined sugar or
gluten—has not only controlled his disease but has also
made his body feel younger, stronger, and more
energized every day. It is his mission to share his brand
of cooking with readers everywhere to inspire them to
shift their diets and truly redefine what “healthy eating”
can and should be. A powerful manifesto with Seamus’s
moving journey at its heart, Real Food Heals is packed
with 125 easy-to-prepare, Paleo-inspired, and nourishing
recipes packed with delicious whole food ingredients,
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Eggs with Grated Garlic; Nori
Rolls with Olive Oil, Tuna, Avocado, and Sprouts; and
Fig Almond Cacao Nib bars. Complete with a 21-day
jump-start meal plan, this unique cookbook will help
everyone prepare healthy, irresistible food with big
flavors every day and put them on the path to total
wellness.
Building on the huge success of books like The Paleo Diet,
Nell Stephenson’s Paleoista offers a fun, female-friendly way
for women to enjoy the health benefits of what has been
called the “Caveman Diet,” including more than fifty simple,
delicious Paleo recipes! A Paleoista has radiant skin,
boundless energy, eats decadent food at every meal, and
never feels deprived. As the ultimate Paleoista, Nell
Stephenson knows exactly how to incorporate the Paleo diet
into one’s day-to-day life with ease, efficiency, and style.
Paleoista is an easy-to-follow guide for any woman interested
in reaching her healthiest potential and includes: -A Kitchen
Makeover Guide, to get started on the right foot. -A Healthy
Grocery Store Field Trip, to stock a Paleo-friendly kitchen.
-Two Weekly “Hours in the Kitchen,” to prep a week’s worth
of meals ahead of time. -A Move-to-Lose Plan, to show you
what to do with all your extra energy! -Sticking with It Socially,
to prepare for ordering at restaurants, traveling, keeping your
kids Paleo, and getting together with friends without
compromising your Paleo eating plan. -More than fifty simple,
delicious Paleo recipes!
The Wahls Protocol Cooking for LifeThe Revolutionary
Modern Paleo Plan to Treat All Chronic Autoimmune
ConditionsPenguin
A revolutionary diet program based on the latest science
showing the importance of fat in weight loss and overall
health, from #1 bestselling author Dr. Mark Hyman. Many of
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fat makes us fat, contributes to
heart disease, and generally erodes our health. Now a
growing body of research is debunking our fat-phobia,
revealing the immense health and weight-loss benefits of a
high-fat diet rich in eggs, nuts, oils, avocados, and other
delicious superfoods. In his new book, bestselling author Dr.
Mark Hyman introduces a new weight-loss and healthy living
program based on the latest science and explains how to Eat
Fat, Get Thin, and achieve optimum wellness along the way.
Offering practical tools, meal plans, recipes, and shopping
lists, as well as step-by-step, easy-to-follow advice, Eat Fat,
Get Thin is the cutting edge way to lose weight, prevent
disease, and feel your best.
There is no cure for Multiple Sclerosis, but you can make a
real difference by changing what you eat. Medical research
increasingly shows that a diet very low in saturated fat can
reduce the progression of the disease and even reverse its
course in some cases. The Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis
Cookbook gathers over 200 favourite recipes from people
with MS from around the world. They are delicious wholefood
meat-free and dairy-free recipes for home cooks. There are
recipes for all occasions, from quick and easy lunches and
dinners, a variety of seafood dishes, to luxurious weekend
breakfasts, special occasion cakes, and holiday baking. It
includes vegan and gluten-free recipes, tips and a menu plan
created by a qualified nutritionist. The recipes in this book are
healthy for the whole family. They can be beneficial for
anyone with heart disease, type 2 diabetes, lupus,
rheumatoid arthritis and other inflammatory and auto-immune
diseases. 'Mouth-watering and wholesome recipes' Professor George Jelinek
Armed with more than 175 budget-friendly, quick and easy
recipes made with everyday ingredients, you get to minimize
time and effort preparing healthful foods without sacrificing
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flavor! Straightforward
explanations
and a comprehensive
collection of visual guides will teach you which foods are the
best choices to mitigate chronic illnesses, including
autoimmune disease. Real-life practical tips on everything
from cleaning out your pantry and easy ingredient swaps to
reinventing leftovers and DIY flavor combinations make it
even easier to make better food choices.
Over 120 Easy Recipes That Battle Autoimmune Illness and
Heal Your Body Let Nourish show you just how delicious
healing can be! Following the Paleo Autoimmune Protocol
can reduce inflammation and ease your autoimmune
symptoms with every bite. With over 120 simple, tasty and
nutrient-dense recipes, Nourish can help you heal your gut,
regain your health and feel great. Recipes like Glazed &
Baked Chicken Wings, Perfect Sliced Roast Beef, Baked
Swedish Meatballs, Slow Cooker Pork Shanks and more take
the guesswork out of the Paleo Autoimmune Protocol and
open up a world of complex, bold and enticing flavors that
your whole family is sure to love.
Swank and Dugan provide complete background information
on the development of the diet and the clinical tests that have
proven its effectiveness. In addition to helpful sections on the
lifestyle of the M.S. patient, Swank and Dugan offer tips on
sticking to the diet, equipping the kitchen, shopping for
healthful food, eating out (with some pertinent information on
fast-food restaurants), and keeping the careful dietary records
that are essential to continuing good nutrition. This is the lowfat diet that works in reducing the number and severity of
relapses in M.S. patients — and The Multiple Sclerosis Diet
Book provides the nutritious and tasty recipes that M.S.
patients and their families can live with for years to come.
Healthier Together is all about nourishing and cooking for
your body and your soul--and the best way to accomplish that
is with another person. Food writer and health blogger Liz
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Moody once
followed trendy
diets and ate solely for fuel, not
for flavor. That changed when she met her soon-to-beboyfriend and they started cooking nutrient- and vegetablerich meals. She not only fell in love with food again, but she
also discovered that setting goals and sticking to them is
easier and more gratifying when paired with someone else.
Mincing garlic and sautéing onions together eventually led the
couple to marriage--proving that good food really is the
universal connector! These 100+ flavor-packed recipes are
designed to be cooked and enjoyed by two people, plus
they're all gluten-free, dairy-free, and plant-centered. They
include homemade alternatives for all the foods you love to
share, such as brunch, takeout, and sweet treats. Indulge in
Cardamom Banana Bread Pancakes with Candied Coffee
Walnuts, Cornflake "Fried" Chicken, General Tso's
Cauliflower, and Chocolate Tahini Brownie Bites. Pick your
partner--near or far--and get ready to get healthy.
USA TODAY BESTSELLER As seen on the Today show
After losing 140 pounds, bestselling author Stephanie Laska
shares her unconventional weight loss secrets and 100 easy,
accessible recipes so you too can experience the fun behind
the keto lifestyle with lots of humor and zero judgement. You
don’t have to be perfect to be successful at weight loss—now
you can bend the rules and still lose the weight. If your
version of the keto diet includes a Diet Coke, low-carb beer,
or the occasional chocolate-covered protein bar, The DIRTY,
LAZY, KETO Cookbook is your roadmap for results.
Bestselling author Stephanie Laska explains her flexible,
honest, and real-world approach to losing weight with the
keto diet and inspires you to cook your way to weight loss,
maintenance, and beyond whether you’re a beginner or
experienced keto veteran. Including 100 recipes that are
under 10 net carbs per serving, The DIRTY, LAZY, KETO
Cookbook presents affordable, traditional, and most
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recognizable recipes
to guide you on your weight
loss journey. All of the ingredients can be found at discount
grocery stores—nothing fancy here! Within these relatable and
unique recipes there are meals for picky eaters, fancier meals
for guests, and some that are vegetarian “ish” (don’t contain
meat, but may contain dairy or eggs). And with simple, stressfree instructions that require no cooking experience, there’s
no excuse not to cook. The DIRTY, LAZY, KETO Cookbook
empowers you to keto your own way. The recipes in this
judgement-free cookbook support you on your unique path to
realistic and sustainable weight loss, not perfection.
Autoimmune diseases affect more than 50 million Americans,
but a Paleo diet can help calm your immune system, reduce
inflammation, and help your body heal. This companion
cookbook to the groundbreaking book The Paleo Approach
makes changing your diet easy and economical with more
than 150 Paleo recipes, shopping guides, meal plans, and
more. An estimated 50 million Americans suffer from some
form of autoimmune disease. If you're among them, you may
know all too well how little modern medicine can do to
alleviate your condition. But that's no reason to give up hope.
In this companion cookbook to the groundbreaking book The
Paleo Approach, Sarah D. Ballantyne, Ph.D., shows you just
how easy and delicious regaining your health can be. The
Paleo Approach Cookbook walks you through which foods
you should eat to calm your immune system, reduce
inflammation, and help your body heal itself. There's no need
to worry that "going Paleo" will break the bank or require too
much time in the kitchen preparing special foods. In The
Paleo Approach Cookbook, Dr. Ballantyne provides expert
tips on how to make the switch easily and economically. She
explains how to stay within your food budget, how to make
the best use of your time in the kitchen, and where to shop for
what you need. Complete food lists, shopping guides, and
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take the guesswork
out of eating to maximize
healing. Don’t know how to cook? Dr. Ballantyne walks you
through essential kitchen techniques, from chopping
vegetables to using a pressure cooker safely. Armed with
more than 150 delicious recipes, from breakfast staples to
decadent desserts, you can reverse your disease and love
every bite!
Winner of the International Book Awards, Green Book
Festival, and Readers' Favorite Book Awards Do you wish
you could have your pasta and eat it too? So do Sandra and
Susan Sellani, twin sisters who transformed the traditional
Italian comfort foods of their childhood into healthier, plantbased versions. Sandra, a West Coast vegan, and Susan, an
East Coast omnivore, have collaborated to create a rational
approach to leaning in to vegan for those over forty. The
40-Year-Old Vegan includes a fifty-two-week plan to easily
transition to a plant-based lifestyle, with old-fashioned,
recognizable vegan recipes and a realistic vision for looking
and feeling good in the second half of life—without having to
squeeze into a pair of size-two Spanx! Recipes include: Lentil
Shepherd's Pie Manicotti Florentine with Cashew Ricotta
Zucchini Noodles with Lemon Walnut Pesto Unstuffed
Poblano with Macadamia Cojita Jackfruit Chili Rocky Road
Nice Cream And more! Mercy for Animals is a beneficiary of
10% of author proceeds.
An advocate and son of same-gender parents recounts his
famed address to the Iowa House of Representatives on civil
unions, and describes his positive experiences of growing up
in an alternative family in spite of prejudice.
Millions of people say they feel better when they eat lectinfree. Here at last is the cookbook that makes lectin-free
cooking fun and delicious! For people who take their health
and well-being seriously, gut health is a top priority. Optimum
gut health means more than just a well-working
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gastrointestinal
tract. It means
you have more energy, you
simply feel better, and, not least, you're not gaining unwanted
pounds. Among diets that address gut health, lectin-free is
the fastest-growing, mainly because following it means your
intestines absorb more nutrients and your gut is populated by
fewer bad bacteria. Its many adherents range from people
with specific disorders, like irritable bowel syndrome (IBS),
diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis (and other autoimmune
disorders), and "leaky gut," to people who simply feel better
without lectins. Easier weight loss or weight maintenance is
an added benefit! Claudia Curici is the talented writer and
photographer behind the pioneering lectin-free blog Creative
in My Kitchen. The 125 nourishing and imaginative recipes
she has created for this book are all sugar-, grain-, and lectinfree, and they are delectable and easy to make. Many are
dinnertime main courses, from Chicken Coconut Soup with
Shiitakes and One Beef Kebab Platter to vegetarian options
like Cauliflower Gratin with Pecans and Healing Vegetable
Soup with Kale and Broccoli. There are lectin-free superfood
smoothies, too, among other drinks and snacks, along with
soups, salads, sides, and even desserts, including an opulent
but easy Lectin-Free Chocolate Strawberry Birthday Cake.
Nourish and protect your gut with these diverse and delightful
dishes!
A practical guide to understanding mitochondrial health and
the steps you can take to improve your brain's function and
health.
Multiple Sclerosis can now be healed and this book shows
you how. Though MS is widely believed to be incurable,
Boroch's breakthrough treatment protocol can dramatically
restore patients to health. This landmark book describes her
own tumultuous journey with MS: • Her quest for a cure •
Case histories of those who have triumphed over MS • The
real causes of MS • How to develop a personal treatment
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to bring about recovery, including
a detailed and effective self-help treatment protocol •
Delicious recipes and recommended foods, with two weeks of
sample menus • A five-week nutritional makeover,
recommended supplements and a daily sample supplement
schedule • A list of recommended products • User-friendly
charts and resources
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